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Part A: Commentary
Successful candidates selected relevant information, communicated understanding and inferred
meaning.

Candidates have the choice of answering questions in English, te reo Māori, and / or Spanish. Some
candidates who responded completely in Spanish, either copied large sections of the texts directly or
summarised information without demonstrating clear or thorough understanding. Unless candidates can
provide original answers and communicate implied meaning in Spanish they should be encouraged to
answer in English or te reo Māori.

Apart from glossed words, all the vocabulary used in the texts comes from the Spanish level 1 Vocabulary
List. Candidates are strongly encouraged to use this resource when preparing for the examinations.

Candidates need to be familiar with verbs in past, present and future tenses. The texts in the examination
included tenses in the present, the preterit, the imperfect, the present perfect, the near future and the
future – all of which are in line with the standard.

Some texts contained more complex sentence structures, such as those that linked two ideas together
with a conjunction. The ideas presented in these phrases were intended to be more challenging and
candidates who communicated understanding of these sentences often gained Merit or Excellence.

Candidates are encouraged to read questions carefully so that they understand the requirements before
writing an answer.

Part B: Report on standards

90908:  Demonstrate understanding of a variety of spoken Spanish
texts on areas of most immediate relevance
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• captured key information in their listening notes that was mostly correct
• wrote short, simplistic answers that conveyed the general meaning
• used the Spanish word in an English sentence if unsure of the meaning
• relied heavily on the cognates or familiar phrases they had identified.
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Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• did not show understanding of the ideas within the texts
• wrote limited listening notes
• invented large amounts of information based on the glossed words
• wrote incomplete phrases or single word answers instead of full sentences.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• highlighted key words in the questions
• used context clues in the questions and glossed words to assist their understanding
• made meaning of tense changes within a passage, often by recognising common tense markers
• wrote detailed listening notes and planned their answers before writing
• wrote logical and focused answers to the questions.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• showed a nuanced understanding of the passages
• made precise inferences using the information given
• wrote detailed listening notes – almost a transcription in some cases
• recognised different tenses and changes between them
• recognised more complex connectives
• explained their answers in fluid, natural language – using English, Spanish or te reo Māori.

Standard-specific comments

Many candidates were well-prepared for this paper with vocabulary, contextual and cultural knowledge
at level 6 of New Zealand Curriculum. Candidates should remember that questions are marked
holistically and they need to be concise when constructing their answer. They are discouraged from
relying too heavily on prior knowledge or invented detail as the standard requires meaning to be made
from the text itself.

Effective examination technique is important for those aiming for Merit or Excellence; successful
candidates showed evidence of practiced concentration, inference, note-taking and summarising as well
as learning appropriate language content.

90911:  Demonstrate understanding of a variety of Spanish texts on
areas of most immediate relevance
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• understood the general meaning and some of the key ideas
• recognised basic structures and language
• provided information which was mostly correct and consistent, however, sometimes vague
• provided brief but accurate answers
• lacked depth, development and detailed information to reach a higher level.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• lacked clarity
• fabricated answers which did not fit the questions
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• did not provide enough evidence to show basic understanding.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• understood more complex sentences and language features
• wrote longer answers supported by relevant details from the texts
• provided relevant and detailed information in an unambiguous way
• did not understand all nuances
• attempted to draw conclusions, however, did not support them fully with evidence from the text.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• showed logical reasoning through their answers which were supported and justified by relevant
details from the texts

• captured nuances within each text and meaningfully translated them in their answers
• demonstrated an excellent understanding of complex language features and structures
• understood the implied meanings
• differentiated between the various meanings for words depending on the context
• synthesised information and constructed full and logical answers.

Standard specific comments

Candidates who were equipped with a solid knowledge of Spanish up to Level 6 of The New Zealand
Curriculum performed best in this assessment. Candidates who demonstrated thorough understanding
by producing complete and thoughtful answers were on track to reach Excellence.

Candidates who planned their answers, chose relevant evidence from the text, and wrote detailed
responses achieved higher grades.

Those who may have misread questions or did not read them carefully produced irrelevant answers.
Some candidates produced conflicting ideas where careful proofreading would have avoided this.
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